A WEEK TO TWEET
PART 6: Direct messages, public and protected tweets and
embedding a Twitter feed into a website
Direct Messages
A direct message is private conversation between two or more individuals
on Twitter. You can start a private conversation or create a group
conversation with anyone who follows you. You can think of it like
Facebook messenger. These messages cannot be viewed by the public –
only the people you said them to.
Anyone you do not follow can send you a direct message if:
• You have opted in to receive direct messages from anyone or;
• You have previously sent that person a direct message.
In group conversations, anyone in the conversation can add other
individuals. Newly added individuals won’t see the history of the
conversation when they join, however.
Some accounts, particularly organisations on Twitter, have enabled a
setting to receive direct messages from anyone. This means that you can
send a direct message to these accounts even if they don’t follow you.
To send a direct message, go into Twitter and click on Messages (in the
top navigation bar on an internet browser, or on the bottom bar of the
mobile app).

When you go into messages, you'll see a list of your previous direct
messages (if there are any, of course). Click the new message button.

If you’ve never sent a direct message below, you’ll see this box and will be
asked to ‘start a conversation’.
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1. In the address box, enter the name(s) or @username(s) of the person
or people you wish to send a message to. A group message can
include up to 50 people.
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In addition to text, you can include a photo, video, GIF, or send a sticker
via a direct message. Once you’ve typed your message, click
the Send button or press the enter key to send.

You and anyone else in a conversation can click the More icon
to add
new people to the group, view everyone participating in the group, edit
the name of the group, turn off notifications for the conversation, or
delete the conversation.
You can receive messages from anyone if you check the box next
to Receive Direct Messages from anyone in your privacy and
safety settings.
Task
Send a direct message to @EULARYoungPARE or @SimonRStones – it can
be a simple hello if you wish!
Public and protected tweets
When you sign up for Twitter, your Tweets are set to public by default.
This means that anyone in the world can view and interact with your
Tweets. Should you choose to protect your Tweets, you can do so through
your account settings.
If you protect your Tweets, you’ll receive a request when new people
want to follow you, which you can approve or deny. Accounts that began
following you before you protected your Tweets will still be able to view
and interact with your protected Tweets unless you block them. When
you protect your tweets, they will only be visible to your followers.
Furthermore, while your followers will be able to reply to and like your
tweets, they will not be able to retweet or quote retweet your tweets.
Protected accounts will have a lock next to the Twitter name, as shown
below.
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To protect your tweets, go to your privacy and safety settings (by clicking
on your profile picture in the top-right hand side of your internet browser
and going into settings) or via the gear icon and settings on your mobile
device. Go into privacy and safety and select protect my tweets.

We suggest that if you wish to engage with other people, particularly
during conferences, that you do not protect your tweets. This does
restrict your opportunities to engage with others, and is probably more
suitable to individuals wishing to share content with family and friends,
and not the public.
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Embedding a Twitter feed into a website
This may or may not be relevant to everybody, but even if this is not
useful now, it may be something you may need to do down the line. A
Twitter feed can be easily embedded onto a website and you may have
already seen this on a number of webpages, for example the EULAR
Young PARE website.

The embedded Twitter feed will display tweets from your twitter account
directly on the page. The advantage of doing this is that it has the
potential to increase engagement and level of exposure of tweeted
content while easily connecting specific Twitter content with other
related channels. In addition, you are not excluding those website visitors
who do not have Twitter accounts.
To embed a Twitter feed, you would go into settings in your Twitter
account, click on Widgets and then Create New.
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Here you have the option of embedding different elements: your profile
(also known as your timeline), your likes, a list, a collection or a search.
Generally, most people who embed Twitter content to a website would
embed their profile (the first option).

You will need to include the handle for the Twitter account, including the
@, for example, @EULARYoungPARE.
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Here you have the option to choose how the tweets will look on your
website, for example whether to have embedded timelines or twitter
buttons.

You’re then good to go, unless you want to further customise your
website feed. For example, colour palettes, height, width and language.
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Once you’ve done that, you can click update and then you need to copy
and paste the code that is created into the HTML editor section of your
website.

Task
Provide us with some feedback on how you found the experience.
Remember to use the #W2T2017 hashtag, mention @SimonRStones and
visit Simon’s website www.simonstones.com to see your Tweets appear
on the Twitter stream!
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